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ABSTRACT

In this study, we extensively analyze and evaluate the performance of recent
deep neural networks (DNNs) for hand gesture recognition and static gestures in
particular. To this end, we captured an unconstrained hand dataset with complex
appearances, shapes, scales, backgrounds, and viewpoints. We then deployed
some new trending convolution neuron networks (CNNs) for gesture classifi-
cation. We arrived at three major conclusions: i) DenseNet121 architecture is
the best recognition rate through almost evaluated red, green, blue (RGB) and
augmentation datasets. Its performance is outstanding in most original works;
ii) blender-based augmentation help to significantly increase 9% of accuracy,
compared to the use of a RGB cues; iii) most CNNs can achieve impressive
results at 97% accuracy when the training and testing datasets come from the
same lab-based or constrained environment. Their performance is drastically
reduced when dealing with gestures collected in unconstrained environments.
In particular, we validated the best CNN on a new unconstrained dataset. We
observed a significant reduction with an accuracy of only 74.55%. This perfor-
mance can be improved up to 80.59% by strategies such as blender-based and/or
GAN-based data augmentations to obtain an acceptable result of 83.17%. These
findings contribute crucial factors and make fruitful recommendations for the
development of a robust hand-based interface in practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hand gestures have proffered a natural and efficient way for human machine interaction. Until now,

hand gestures have been deployed in certain applications such as hand-3D-Object manipulation [1], hand-
robot interactions [2], [3], hand-based surgery assistance [4], and hand-in-home appliance controlling [5], [6].
Such applications always require a high accurate recognition rate as well as a low computational cost. This
problem has been actively studied for more than two decades and has achieved impressive results in lab-based
environments. In real-world environments, the relevant techniques still face many challenges, such as complex
background, view point variation, low hand resolution, and high hand degrees of freedom. Hand gesture
recognition has been widely researched in literature work. Readers can refer to comprehensive surveys in this
field [7]. Pisharady et al. [8], surveyed handcrafted feature recognition approaches. Recently, Al-Shamayleh
et al. [9] focused on recent vision-based gesture systems and deep neural networks for static hand gesture
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recognition. These surveys covered a large number of studies published in the research community. The deep
learning-based approaches [10], [11] have been shown to outperform handcrafted feature-based approaches [5],
[12]-[14] in most relevant tasks of hand such detection [15], pose estimation [5], [7], and gesture recognition
[16], [17]. The convolution neuron network (CNN) architectures [18]-[20] require a very large dataset [21],
[22] to train models while existing hand gesture datasets have not adapted for this demand. In addition, even
through traditional augmentation method (such as flip, rotate, scale, strength images) or generative adversarial
network (GAN) method [6] that could not increase enough large hand gesture dataset.

Recently, a comprehensive survey in [23] extensively lists gesture-based interfaces for a variety of
applications. Many efficient CNN architectures have been proposed and trained on large datasets. For instance,
CNNs are often trained using ImageNet with 1,000 classes and large-scale visual recognition competitions [24].
However, the ImageNet dataset does not contain objects from specific recognition tasks, such as hand or human
body gestures. Therefore, the pre-trained CNN models have not been implemented on hand gesture datasets. In
this study, pre-trained models of selected CNNs were fine-tuned using common public hand gesture datasets.
We will investigate how to improve the performance of these networks for static hand-gesture recognition tasks.
In this study, we consider the role of blender images on augmentation hand gesture dataset that is compared
with traditional augmentation methods such as: rotate, flip, scale. Moreover, we quantitatively investigate new
trending deep learning techniques, which are commonly utilized for object recognition tasks in general, but
have never been studied deeply for static hand gesture recognition. To resolve this problem, firstly, a Hand-
In-Wild dataset was collected. Secondly, we examine three trending neural networks, such as: MobileNet
[25], DenseNet [26], and ResNet [19] for gesture classification. Based on the performance comparison results,
we conclude that DenseNet achieves the best performance. Finally, we investigate the role of blender-based
augmentation impacts to CNN performance.

In summary, the contributions of this study are four-fold, such as: i) we propose a new method to reach
a new red, green, blue (RGB) hand gesture dataset in multiple viewpoints and multiple skill and shape patterns
in virtual environment; ii) we examine and analyze transfer learning problem that impacts to the performance
of a CNN model; iii) the CNNs model can achieve impressive results on the lab-based collected datasets but it
could not efficient in unconstrained Hand-In-Wild dataset; iv) we recommend new techniques to improve the
recognition performance on Hand-In-Wild datasets. Some limitations and suggestions for future works are also
discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 firstly explains the proposed evaluation
scheme and we then describe our new Hand-In-Wild dataset and Blender dataset. The experimental results and
discussions are analyzed in section 3. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper and proposes research directions
for future works.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
A new hand gesture framework is proposed to evaluate the performance of hand gesture recognition

models as well as the efficiency of the blender-based augmentation data on recognizing hand gestures that
is illustrated in Figure 1. This framework comprises three main blocks. The first block includes three RGB
hand gesture datasets, such as: MICAHandPose [5], EPUHandPose1 [27], and new unconstrained Hand-In-
Wild gesture dataset. The second block contains corresponding blender-based hand gesture datasets, such
as: MICABlender, EPUBlender1, and EPUBlender3. The third block composes three deep neural networks:
MobileNet, ResNet, and DenseNet. As denoted in section 1, these CNNs were selected because they recently
achieved notable results on different computer vision tasks and presented their advantages on either GPU-
based or embedded devices. We indicate deployment of deep neural networks for hand gesture recognition in
section 2.1. In the next part, we present hand gesture datasets utilized to evaluate in this research. Finally,
we implement protocols for the quantitative analyzes of the CNN models according to different factors; and
robustness of the best model through evaluations in different conditions of the collected datasets (e.g., with
complex background; in the unconstrained scene), which are reported in section 2.

2.1. Deployment of CNNs for hand gesture recognition
In this study, investigation of pre-trained CNN models for hand gesture recognition as MobileNet,

ResNet, and DenseNet are reported. More particularly, specific versions of these neuronal networks, such
as: ResNet50, MobileNetV2, and DenseNet121 are considered. While all these networks were trained on
more than one million images from the ImageNet dataset [24] in order to classify images into 1,000 object
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categories such as keyboard, mouse, pencil, many animals and so on. These models have not been trained
for classifying hand gestures. Thanks to a large scale of ImageNet dataset, these networks have learned rich
features which represent a wide range of images with image input size (224x224 pixels). In the following step,
we re-train all above deep learning models following two strategies: i) retrain the last fully connected (FC)
layer; and ii) retrain entire (All) layers of CNN model. Which are deployed by various learning rates. This
work is not only performed on original RGB hand gesture datasets but also combined with augmentation hand
gesture datasets (e.g., GAN-based synthetic images and/or blender-based images). We utilize each data stream
to train aforementioned models. Because images are captured by various cameras at divergent resolutions, we
firstly normalize images of RGB to the same size (224x224 pixels) for all models. More particularly, specific
versions of the selected CNNs such as Resnet50, MobileNetV2 and DenseNet121 are considered. Then, we set
the parameters for training the CNNs with input images (224x224 pixels); Batch size is 32; Number of epochs
from 80 to 160; We applied two transfer learning strategies which are fine-tuning all layers or only the FC
layer on pre-trained CNN models; three CNN networks are deployed, such as: Resnets50, MobileNetV2 and
DenseNet121; loss function is applied by cross entropy; optimizer function is Adam; learning rate are from
10−4 to 10−6. The process of fine-tuning the CNNs is evaluated and reported in detail in section 3.

Figure 1. Our propose framework

2.2. Hand-In-Wild datasets and blender-based datasets
2.2.1. Framework for capturing datasets

In this paper, a framework is proposed to capture new hand gesture datasets as illustrated in Figure 2.
Seven hand gestures (G1 to G7) are defined as illustrated in Figure 3 that utilizes for capture three dataset
types, such as: RGB camera-based dataset; blender-based dataset; and Sensor-based dataset. These datasets
are divided into two streams: Figure 4 shown original RGB hand gestures (hand images from RGB cameras)
especially as shown Figure 4(a) and synthetic hand gestures (hand cues from blender program and hand glove)
as shown in Figure 4(b). These datasets are presented in detail in the following section 2.2.2 and section 2.2.3.

2.2.2. Unconstrained hand gesture dataset
Almost published hand gesture datasets (e.g., MICAHandPose [5] and EPUHandPose1 [27]) which

are formally implemented with some constraints, such as: a hand is raised in front of body and forwarded to
camera, a hand is captured with simple background, camera is fixed, and so on. Consequently, hand shape
images are simple and do not conclude entire hand poses of the real. In this research, we captured new datasets
of seven hand gestures in Figure 3.

An unconstrained RGB Hand-In-Wild gesture dataset is captured as shown in a yellow stream of
Figure 2. In this dataset, a participant implements twenty-five times for a gesture at various places and different
complex scenes. Different RGB cameras are utilized to capture these datasets. These cameras are mobile and
capture images with various resolutions. Figure 4(a) illustrated hand posture images G1 of Subject1. This
dataset is named by EPUHandInWild3 and published in [28].
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2.2.3. Blender-based hand gesture datasets

In this work, we collected a blender-based dataset of seven hand shapes (Gj ; (j = (1, N), N = 7
in Figure 3). It is assigned by the EPUBlender3 dataset. In addition, we also captured other blender-based
datasets whose hand gestures are similar to gestures in MICAHandPose dataset and EPUHandPose1 dataset.
These datasets are named by MICABlender dataset and EPUBlender1 dataset. As a results, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the gestures in the dataset pairs, such as: MICAHandPose and MICABlender;
EPUHandPose1 and EPUBlender1; EPUHandInWild3 and EPUBlender3. The blender-based datasets are cap-
tured as illustrated in blue flows of Figure 2. Doan et al. [11], explained a hand glove was designed that
composed five flex sensors and accelerator sensor to change the finger’s curvatures and hand’s movement. In
this work, this electronic glove is continuously utilized to connect to a Blender program. Where finger’s cur-
vature cues of sensors could flexibly adjust to the change of the 3D hand patterns (PTi, (i = (1,M),M = 5)
in the Blender program. We created five hand patterns in the Blender environment as shown in the bottom of
Figure 5. These 3D hand patterns are different in shapes, skin colors, and nail colors.

Thanks to the Blender application that generates various virtual cameras to capture object images in
front of its viewpoint. These virtual cameras are easy to change its direction, distance to objects, its lens and
so on. We then also capture 2D RGB images of a 3D hand model in various viewpoints, hand shapes, hand
appearances and scales. Therefore, twenty-four virtual cameras are created around a 3D hand pattern in the
Blender environment as illustrated in Figure 5. Cameras include different parameters with others, such as:
positions, lens, scales and so on).

Given five Blender 3D hand models (PTi, (i = (1,M),M = 5) in bottom of Figure 5, twenty-four
virtual RGB cameras (Ck, (k = (1,K),K = 24) in the Blender environmental as show in Figure 5, and the
electronics glove. It is note that only eight frontal viewpoint cameras are used (C1, C2, C6, C9, C10, C11, C12,
C17) for capturing MICABlender and EPUBlender1 datasets while EPUBlender3 dataset captured all twenty-
four virtual cameras. Ten subjects are invited to wear the electronic glove and implement seven hand postures
(Gj ; (j = (1, N), N = 7), each subject randomly chooses a 3D hand pattern (PTi, (i = (1,M),M = 5) to
show a hand posture in the Blender program, and data are saved under Blender subjects (BSl, l = (1, L), L =
10) that is considered as virtual participants. At the same time, we capture both twenty-four 2D RGB hand
images from twenty-four Blender cameras that are named by a EPUBlender3 dataset. In addition, information
of five flex sensors and accelerator sensors are also stored and assigned by MICASensor, EPUSensor1, and
EPUSensor3 datasets. Although these Sensor-based datasets are not utilized in this paper, it will be exploited
in our next research. Figure 4(a) shows twenty-four Blender 2D hand images which are captured by hand
gesture (G1) with hand pattern (PT1) and the first Blender subject (BS1). Figure 4(a) shows that multiple
cameras of the Blender environment provide divergent high quality RGB hand poses in several viewpoints.
Which hand gesture dataset could be enriched; efficient quantitative evaluation of this augmentation strategy is
presented in detail in section 3.

Figure 2. Framework to capture camera-based and blender-based datasets
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Figure 3. Designed hand shapes

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Hand gesture EPUBlender3 and EPUHandInWild3 (a) unconstrained hand gesture images from
mobile cameras and (b) multiple views hand gesture images from Blender

Figure 5. Setup multiple virtual cameras in Blender environmental

2.3. Evaluation protocols and measurements
In this study, we apply single-dataset and combine-dataset evaluation protocols as illustrated in

Figure 6. For the single-dataset protocol, we follow “One-leave-subject-out” for the subject independence
test as the upper panel of Figure 6. It means in each dataset, only one subject is utilized for testing and re-
maining people in this dataset will be used for training models. Experiments are rolled for every subject in
each dataset to ensure that every person could be tested. Hand gestures of a subject are used for testing that
does not appear in the training phase. For the augmentation-based hand gesture recognition evaluation, it is
the same with the single-dataset protocol in the testing phase but it differs above method that is performed to
consider the affectation of the retrained CNN models with combination between the original RGB dataset and
the augmentation dataset in training phase.

In this evaluation protocol, we used two augmentation datasets, such as: HRC GAN-based datasets
[6] and blender-based datasets. The augmentation dataset evaluation scheme is illustrated in the lower panel
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of Figure 6. As shown, one subject in the original RGB dataset is used for testing, remaining subjects in the
original RGB dataset compose with the blender-based dataset and/or the HRC GAN-based dataset to pre-train
a CNN model. This scheme examines that: How is the role of blender-based images on Hand-In-Wild hand
gesture recognition? Is it efficient to retrain various CNN models with hand gesture augmentation data? How
is the difference between various hand gesture augmentation data?

Figure 6. Evaluation protocol

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are conducted to indicate the following problem: i) which is the most suitable CNN

architecture for hand posture recognition. We also analyze the effectiveness of the transfer learning model and
other factors that can impact the performance; ii) how good is a combination of augmentation (blender-based
and/or HRC GAN-based) versus original RGB dataset?; iii) how much is the performance degradation rate of
the best model when deployed in unconstrained environments?. The evaluation schemes are written in Python
on a Pytorch deep learning framework and run on a workstation with NVIDIA GPU 11G.

3.1. Transfer learning strategies of CNN architectures on hand posture datasets
In this evaluation, three single hand gesture datasets (MICAHandPose [5], EPUHandPose1 [27], and

EPUHandInWild3) are utilized. “Leave-one-subject-out” protocol is applied to divide data as presented in
detail in the previous section section 2.3. Figure 7 shows experimental results for hand gesture recognition on
three deep convolutional neural networks as MobileNet, ResNet and Densenet, respectively. In this evaluation,
we implemented two retrained strategies for CNN models which concludes retraining of all layers (All) and last
layer (FC) of CNNs. Learning rate is applied at 10−6 for this evaluation. This figure shows that: i) ResNet50
and DenseNet121 have the best and the same accuracy which are far larger than MobileNetV2 on all original
hand gesture datasets; ii) ning the CNN models on all layers obtain higher accuracy than that deploying on the
last layer (e.g., FC6 layer), as shown in Figure 7 for all three hand gesture datasets. The effectiveness of fine-
tuning is clearly confirmed. For instance, the recognition rate was 81.29% without fine-turning and increased
up to 97.27% with fine-tuning on the MICAHandPose dataset for the DenseNet121 model. Therefore, the
recognition rate of a CNN can be improved significantly by deploying fine-tuning on a small hand dataset.

Figure 7. Hand gesture recognition with different model retrain strategies
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3.2. Single hand gesture recognition of various CNN architectures
In this evaluation, we examine the effect of learning rate (lr) values on retraining of the deep learning

models when the transfer learning step is performed on a hand gesture database. Three learning rate values are
deployed at 10−6, 10−5, and 10−4. Figure 8 illustrates converging process of three CNN models on various
learning rate values of EPUHandInWild3 dataset. This figure shows that transfer learning of the model at lr
= 10−4 (accuracy values of models in Figure 8(a) and Loss values of models in Figure 8(b)) and lr = 10−5

(accuracy values of models in Figure 8(c) and loss values of models in Figure 8(d)) are achieved after 7 epochs
and 10 epochs, respectively. Reduction speeds of in both cases are far faster than of lr = 10−6 (accuracy values
of models in Figure 8(e) and Loss values of models in Figure 8(f)) that is stable after 80 epochs. Furthermore,
the validation graph in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) are not only fast movements but also not stable. Compared
with Figure 8(e) and Figure 8(f), both accuracy and loss lines converge with a moderate speed and are highly
stable. These results show that learning rate value at (lr = 10−6) is reliable and the CNN models could learn
more features of hand gestures.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8. Accuracy and Loss values with different learning rates (a) accuracy value of various CNN models at
lr=104, (b) loss value of various CNN models at lr=104, (c) accuracy value of various CNN models at lr=105,
(d) loss value of various CNN models at lr=105, (e) accuracy value of various CNN models at lr=106 and (f)

Loss value of various CNN models at lr=106

Figure 9 illustrates hand gesture recognition accuracy of the CNN models on three camera-based
datasets and corresponding blender-based datasets at divergent learning rate values as: 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6.
This result indicates that:

- These evaluations one against indicates that CNN models are better at lr = 10−6.
- Existing a big gap hand gesture recognition results between a Hand-In-Lab dataset (MICAHandPose and

EPUHandPose) and a Hand-In-Real dataset (EPUHandInWild3).
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- Blender data promises a good hand gesture recognition accuracy with the best result belonging to the
DenseNet121 architecture. With two constrained hand gesture datasets, average results of MICABlender
dataset and EPUBlender1 dataset achieve upto 100%. Moreover, efficient blender-based hand gesture
datasets with data augmentation role will be investigated in the next section.

Figure 9. Single hand recognition accuracy of the CNN architectures at Lr = 10−6

3.3. Efficient of Hand-In-Wild gesture recognition with augmentation methods
In this section, we combine the camera-based datasets with the HRC GAN-based datasets, and/or

the blender-based datasets in three different strategies in order to train the CNN models. This training and
testing protocol was presented in section 2.3 (the bottom part of Figure 6). Firstly, combinations between
Camera-based datasets and blender-based datasets are deployed on various learning rates of three CNN models
as illustrated in 3rd columns of Figure 10. This result will be compared with the single dataset evaluation in
section 3.2 (1st and 2nd columns in Figure 10). This result indicates that:

- Learning rate also brings the best recognition results on entire CNN architectures (MobileNetV2, ResNet50,
and DenseNet121) at Lr = 10−6 on entire Original RGB images, Blender synthetic images, and both of
them.

- For blender-based augmentation, DenseNet121 architecture obtains the highest accuracy at 80.58% while
MobileNetV2 accounts the smallest values at 70.96% and ResNet50 network achieves slightly smaller
results than the DenseNet121 method.

- Hand gesture recognition obtains the best accuracy with blender-based augmentation on MobileNetV2,
ResNet50 and DenseNet121 at 70.96%, 78.62%, and 80.58%, respectively (3rd columns of Figure 10).
Which are extremely better than single hand gesture recognition results of original RGB dataset at
64.91%, 70.19%, and 73.39%, respectively (1st columns of Figure 10). Combination between Camera-
based dataset with blender-based dataset achieves far higher accuracy than single hand gesture dataset.

- The best recognition accuracy belongs to the DenseNet128 model with blender-based augmentation data
at 80.58% that is dramatically improved 6.03% than without augmentation data at 74.55%. As a result,
DenseNet121 is utilized for the next examination because of its outstanding performance on the above
datasets.

Secondly, we also compare the efficiency of other augmentation strategies (GAN-based and blender-
based) on the DenseNet121 network and using various Hand-In-Wild gesture datasets. A glance at the Table 1,
it indicates that:

- In second column, while result of HRC GAN-based method is better on EPUHandInWild3 dataset at
76.89% (2,34% higher than the original data) and far smaller on MICAHandPose dataset and EPUHand-
Pose1 dataset at 89.16% and 91.89%, respectively. It is because the HRC GAN method provided
chaotic hand images in other viewpoints of hand gesture while the original MICAHandPose dataset
and EPUHandPose1 dataset contain one viewpoint hand image. This augmentation data could be an
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unnecessary disturbance of the training data. It inverses with the original EPUHandInWild3 dataset that
consists of hand gestures in any viewpoints. Therefore, it is suitable for unconstrained and complex
Hand-In-Wild dataset.

- In third column, hand gesture recognition results with blender-based augmentation methods (at 100%,
100%, and 80.59%, respectively) are higher than with Original Hand-In-Wild gestures (at 97.27%,
97.56%, and 74.55%, respectively) on entire three datasets (MICAHandPose, EPUHandPose1, and
EPUHandInWild3, respectively).

- Last column indicates hand gesture accuracies of three Hand-In-Wild datasets with both HRC GAN data
and Blender data. These results showed that augmentation of these flows brings the best hand gesture
accuracies on EPUHandInWild dataset at 83.17%. But these results are still smaller accuracy of MIC-
AHandPose dataset and EPUHandPose1 dataset at 91,25% and 93.63%, respectively. Combination data
of HRC GAN data and Blender data promise to achieve the large augmentation dataset for improving
the efficiency of the CNN hand gesture recognition which the data requirements are diverse in terms of
viewpoints and various in appearances, difference in scales and so on.

Figure 10. Hand gesture recognition results on single camera-based and blender-based augmentation

Table 1. Impact of hand augmentation on recognition accuracy (%) of DenseNet-121 model
Original Original+HRC GAN Original + Blender Original + HRC GAN + Blender

MICAHandPose 97.27% 89.16% 100% 91.25%
EPUHandPose1 97.56% 91.89% 100% 93.63%
EPUHandInWild3 74.55% 76.89% 80.59% 83.17%

Through this experiment, we confirmed the advantages of using augmentation data (blender-based im-
ages and HRC GAN-based images) to boost the performance of CNN models. These improvements provided
valuable values. In particular, the blender-based method is easily setup and can capture multi-viewpoint, scale,
shape, skin RGB hand data. One can clearly take advantage of blender images to deploy gesture-based applica-
tions. As shown above, accuracy of the CNN models can be higher than 83% when combining unconstrained
hand gestures with Blender synthetic and GAN generator images, which is acceptable in some contexts. More-
over, this result is far from deploying a real application. In such a situation, the idea is to utilize online learning
that helps to update the model with new hand gestures collected from a natural scene or increase the virtual
camera in a Blender environment with complex objects in scenes. This scheme can achieve better performances
than deploying a common augmentation strategy.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This paper presents a comparative analysis of some recent deep neural networks for static hand ges-

ture recognition on various Hand-In-Wild datasets. Among the evaluated models (ResNet-50, MobileNet-V2,
DenseNet-121), DenseNet121 has the best recognition accuracy. Its performance is superior to that of the orig-
inal works by at least 9%. We also investigated other factors that can affect the performance of DenseNet121,
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such as transfer learning, learning rate, augmentation data methods. We found that there exists a notable
gap in recognition rates with CNN model deployment in unconstrained environments. In constrained dataset
cases, GAN-based augmentation method is useless even with reduced recognition accuracies. Evaluation re-
sults on the unconstrained Hand-In-Wild dataset shows great interest in combining original RGB dataset and
HRC GAN-based augmentation to increase accuracy by 2%. In most cases, using blender-based augmentation
data can achieve an accuracy rate above 9%. This performance is remarkable and promises a feasible solution
for deploying gesture-based applications in practice. This remark opens up new research directions that require
further investigation on data augmentation, multi-view gesture analysis, and online learning. Once these bot-
tlenecks are resolved, the development of a gesture-based interface in practical applications is straightforward.
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